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Executive
Summary

Because of its extensive
fleet, last mile advantage, and
reputation for reliability,
the Postal Service could be
well-placed to play a key role
in the grocery delivery market.

In August 2014, the Postal Service started a trial with
AmazonFresh to test a grocery delivery partnership in
San Francisco — a move that shows a worthwhile effort to
explore new revenue opportunities in the promising grocery
delivery market.
Groceries are still a relatively small segment of the larger
e-commerce business, but there are some indicators that it
might become a bigger and more competitive market in the
near future as people grow more comfortable with purchasing
food items online. The Postal Service’s extensive fleet, last‑mile
service to every household, and reputation for reliability may
set the stage for it to become a viable player in this market.
To gain additional insights on opportunities in the grocery
delivery market, we examined the service offerings of a
variety of providers and foreign posts. Although providers are
still experimenting with different business models, two main
strategic options seem to emerge.
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■■ Establish partnerships to offer last-mile service to national
and regional grocers that have not entered online shopping,
as well as small e-stores, local producers, and the fast-growing
number of food subscription services.
■■ Develop an online platform and offer more services in related
areas, which may include an online shopping mall directly
connecting consumers and producers or local farmers,
payments processing, warehousing, picking, and packaging.
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Highlights
The Postal Service and AmazonFresh
are jointly experimenting with grocery
delivery — a market set to grow in the
near future.
Because of its extensive fleet, last mile
advantage, and reputation for reliability,
the Postal Service could be well-placed to
play a key role in this space.
There may be opportunities to collaborate
with other retailers and producers, create
an online shopping mall, or capture different
areas of the value chain.
The Postal Service needs to continue to
experiment now with different strategies
if it wants to be an effective player in this
growing market, as the number of new
entrants is quickly growing.

If the Postal Service decides to explore any of these
opportunities, it is essential to enter the market soon before
more players crowd this space and make entry more difficult.
Critical to the Postal Service’s success in this market will be
its ability to provide a level of service in line with customer
expectations, industry standards, and technological advances.
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Online Grocery Shopping Is Set to Grow Fast
In the United States, online grocery shopping is still a niche market, but one with significant growth potential. Sales were only
$6.5 billion in 2013 — slightly over 1 percent of the U.S. retail grocery market, valued at $531 billion.1 However, by 2023, online
grocery orders will represent between 11 percent and 17 percent of the market.2
A growing numbers of players are quickly entering this space,
many of which are startups funded by venture capital investments.
Figure 1 demonstrates the influx of venture capital in food delivery
services and how it exponentially grew in just the last year.3 As
an established delivery entity with many advantages, the
Postal Service is well positioned to explore this promising market
to increase revenue. The Postal Service’s trial with AmazonFresh
in San Francisco is a good start, and it could continue building
upon this experience to expand its role in digital grocery shopping.
Main Growth Drivers

By 2023, online grocery
shopping will represent
between 11 percent
and 17 percent of

Observations

grocery retail sales.

Figure 1: Investments in Online Food Delivery have
Tripled from 2013-2014
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choose to manage their daily tasks online and are increasing the
frequency to which they make online purchases. More than half of
Americans already participate in e-commerce, and the number of those ordering online will continue to increase in the near future.5
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Additional factors driving growth include
Consumer needs and demographics. Certain consumer demographics, such as young families and the elderly, are starting to
realize the benefits of online grocery shopping. Working parents — mothers, in particular — have less time to grocery shop.6 For
example, Swiss Post, which has been successful in grocery delivery, has pinpointed working mothers as a large segment of their
primary customer base.7
In the long term, the aging population may also create more opportunities for growth, as the percentage of the population over
65 increases.8 More Americans may become less able to leave their homes as a larger part of the population loses mobility.
1
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At the other end, millennials expect the convenience of online activities in every aspect of their lives. Food delivery startups
currently focus primarily on millennials.9
Consumers have demonstrated they are willing to pay for convenience. Current providers of grocery delivery services charge
convenience fees that range from $3.99 to $15.99 or subscription fees from $99 to $299.

The number of players is
increasing; new entrants

Technology. The availability of new GPS-based technologies that allow for real-time route optimization and communication with
customers via smartphones is favoring the development of a collaborative economy in areas such as grocery delivery.10 New
and small startups are using the Uber model to create small fleets of individuals delivering groceries with their own vehicles,11
which allows for swift entry to market at low cost. Enhanced software capabilities along with the avoidance of warehousing and
vehicle costs are making grocery
Figure 2: Reasons for the Rise of Grocery Delivery
delivery more likely to be a profitable
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Consumer Demographics: Technology:
Young families, the elderly and
millenials are the main
segments targeted as they
recognize the convenience
and time saved by grocery
shopping online.

Innovations such as
GPS-based technologies
make it cheaper, faster, and
easier to enter the market.

As consumers’ expectations continue
to change and new technologies
emerge, the Postal Service should not
overlook the potential in the grocery
delivery market. Newcomers as well
as established grocers are quickly
realizing this.

Many Players Are Realizing the Potential of this Growth
The number of players in the online grocery delivery space is increasing, as new and existing companies are harnessing
technological advancements and appealing to changing consumer demographics. In the last couple of years, Wal-Mart, Google,
Whole Foods, and startups like Instacart and Postmates have entered the market. Venture capital is flooding into online food and
beverage startups.13 Right now, the online grocery market is composed of just a few big players and a long tail of very small providers.14
9
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Entrants include national and regional players in the supermarket industry looking for new channels to engage consumers,
platforms like Amazon expanding the scope of products sold, delivery firms looking for new customers, and startups taking
advantage of new software and technology to reduce delivery costs. These players are mostly targeting highly populated areas
in large cities; achieving efficient economies of density will be essential to make grocery delivery profitable. As the market
matures and demand grows, competition will increase and market entry will become more difficult.15 Now is a good time for
the Postal Service to consider how to engage players in this space, further leveraging its delivery platform.16

The Postal Service and Grocery Delivery: Opportunities and Challenges

The Postal Service states
it can offer “a nationwide
solution offering a
trained workforce and the
trust and reliability of the

Observations

Postal Service brand.”

The growth of grocery shopping in the digital space could bring huge potential to delivery service providers because of how
frequently people buy groceries. Right now, the average American makes 15.6 e-commerce purchases per year in 2014 but
visits a grocery store almost two times per week.17 According to a recent post by Food Manufacturing, the market could develop
exponentially if more retailers took advantage of the Postal Service’s reach and if AmazonFresh spreads to more cities.18 The
chance to capitalize on this opportunity and generate new revenues will depend on the Postal Service’s ability to leverage the
advantages it holds and address the challenges of entering this market.
Advantages
■■ Extensive fleet. The cost of investing in a fleet together with the investment in technology poses a barrier to entry for some
potential players. Big retailers like Albertsons and Publix abandoned their own home-delivery programs for in-store pick up
because of the efficiency of using their existing structures.19 Others, like Safeway and Costco, have partnered with startups like
Instacart to offer grocery delivery at a lower price without investing in additional infrastructure.20 But the Postal Service already
has a large fleet and is in a good position to consider new vehicle solutions for delivering groceries. It has started testing
alternative vehicles as part of its plan for updating and replacing its current Long Life Vehicles (LLVs).21 Even if the Postal Service
does not invest in refrigerated vehicles, cold storage packaging could be used to keep food fresh. For example, PostNL of the
Netherlands opted for an insulated delivery box after collaborating with a university, packaging companies, consultants, and
customers to find the most efficient solution.22 In addition, new Internet of Things technologies could allow equipping boxes or
vehicles with sensors to remotely monitor and control temperatures as well as provide real-time information on quality.23
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■■ Last-mile advantage. The Postal Service covers the last-mile more extensively,
consistently, and in some cases inexpensively than other players. It continues
to improve its IT infrastructure necessary to manage delivery more and more
dynamically to optimize efficiency in servicing these extensive routes.24 For
example, it currently uses dynamic routing to deliver AmazonFresh items. While
startups like Instacart are using advanced software to provide last-mile service
at a low delivery cost, consumers have to pay a mark-up on items that can be as
high as 20 percent.25

The Postal Service would
be operating in a competitive
environment — one where
competitors offer same
day delivery, customized
delivery times, and direct

Observations

contact with the driver.

Figure 3: Many Grocery Delivery
Services Use Insulated Boxes,
Eliminating the Need for Refrigerated
Vehicles

■■ Reputation for reliability. Handling customers’ food requires a high level of trust
MILK
for both safety and expected freshness. Startups like Instacart and Postmates
provide a service where customers are greeted at their doors by individuals in
their own cars who have accepted an incoming alert to their smart phone to fulfill
specific grocery orders.26 The Postal Service would be able to provide grocery
delivery through official and well-identified letter carriers who visit households
every day to deliver mail and have access to secure apartment buildings and
housing complexes. For this reason, the Postal Service is trusted to deliver grocery items to residents before sunrise.
Challenges
■■ Competition. The Postal Service would be operating in an environment with startups such as Instacart that are offering
2-hour delivery windows for orders made on the same day, as well as customized delivery times, and direct contact between
the driver and the customer.27 The Postal Service would have to be ready to compete with the level of immediacy and control
that customers can get with other delivery services in a highly competitive market, one where new players are constantly
experimenting with solutions and adapting to changes in consumers’ expectations and technology advancements. The
Postal Service will also be competing with different costing models, especially when it comes to labor costs. Although it has
some flexibility in using non-career employees, startups like Instacart are able to pay drivers through commissions.28 Ensuring
an adequate level of delivery density will also be essential in the long-term and will determine where offering such services
makes business sense.
■■ IT and fleet updates. The Postal Service will have to work to make its last-mile service even more efficient through improved
dynamic routing to establish the best routes in real-time with smarter data and to provide real-time communication with vendors
and customers. It may need to invest in Internet of Things technology to maintain and monitor temperature control.
■■ Quality assurance. Grocery delivery involves the risk of ensuring the quality of a potentially high volume of perishable items.
Delivery services must also meet customers’ expectations of what their food should look like. Most customers are happy with
the way they buy groceries now; therefore, there is little room for error in successfully delivering fresh and satisfactory orders.29
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Current Efforts to Enter the Grocery Delivery Market: U.S. Postal Service Customized
Delivery Trial
The trial, referred to by the Postal Service as “Customized Delivery,” started in August of last year in 38 San Francisco area
ZIP codes in partnership with Amazon. Originally planned to be a 60-day trial, the Postal Regulatory Commission has recently
granted the request of the Postal Service to extend it for 2 more years. Meanwhile, the Postal Service is in the process of
expanding the pilot to three new test markets in California—San Diego, Los Angeles, and Santa Ana.30
The process is quite simple. AmazonFresh drops insulated tote bags of grocery orders to the Postal Service’s distribution centers,
where they are loaded on postal vehicles and delivered between 3 a.m. and 7 a.m. They are labeled with a QR code that the
carrier scans with a smart device to load delivery data; the tote bags can be tracked until being dropped off.31

The Postal Service
asked the PRC to allow for
a $50 million rather than the
usual $10 million market
test limit for each year of
the Amazon trial.

The Postal Service has stated that the test is likely to “benefit the public, meet an expected demand, and contribute to the
Postal Service’s financial stability by generating package deliveries.”32 It mainly views the partnership as the beginning of an
opportunity to “garner profitable revenue” by meeting a market need that it believes is emerging rapidly, as outlined in its notice
to the Postal Regulatory Commission (PRC).33 Although financial details are not publically available, the Postal Service asked in a
notice to the PRC that the $10 million cap to its market test be removed — an indication of the financial promise of this endeavor.34
In a recent interview with the USPS Office of Inspector General, Postal Service officials say the test is going well so far, and they
are looking to expand the service to new ZIP codes.
Considering that the trial is currently being conducted in the San Francisco area, and given the growing number of players in this
space, the Postal Service could examine additional options to fully capitalize on the grocery delivery market.35

Additional Opportunities

Observations

To gain additional insights on opportunities in the grocery delivery market, we examined the service offering of a variety of
providers and foreign posts. Although they are still experimenting with different business models, two main strategic options seem
to emerge. Some have focused on the last mile, providing only delivery services for grocers, producers, and e-commerce firms.
Others have expanded along the e-grocery shopping value chain to areas such as warehousing, payments processing, and
providing an online platform for producers. The following sections will describe some opportunities that the Postal Service could
consider as it evaluates its role in grocery delivery.
Strengthening the Customized Delivery Service
If the market test for customized delivery service continues to be successful, and the Postal Service continues to build on it by
expanding its service areas, it could also offer its last-mile service to big brick-and-mortar retailers, e-commerce firms, and food
subscription services.
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Grocery stores, e-stores, and producers. National and regional supermarkets
Figure 4: Recurring food deliveries offer a
wide range of possibilities in partnerships.
that have not entered the online shopping market as well as smaller e-stores
and producers could save on logistics costs by outsourcing last-mile delivery
Directions
Recipes
to the Postal Service. There are also startups in this space looking for last
mile delivery partners. Chicory, for example, places a “get ingredients” button
on recipe websites and then arranges for the delivery of those items through
a provider like Peapod.36 Foreign posts such as Swiss Post, Post Denmark,
Post NL, and InPost have found these partnerships to be successful and a safe
way to enter the market. Swiss Post delivers for LeShop, the largest and most
successful e-commerce supplier in the supermarket segment. It warehoused and
commissioned orders in early years, but logistics were too complex to manage.37
GOURMET
Currently, its distribution centers receive LeShop’s pre-packaged and labeled
ON-THE-GO
orders in cool bags and deep-freeze boxes where the last mile delivery is carried
out within 3 hours. With more than 12,000 products and delivery coverage that
serves 90 percent of the population, the partnership between Swiss Post and LeShop offers more than any other competitor.38
Similarly, Post Denmark has partnered with Irma.dk to offer its inventory beyond Copenhagen. Irma.dk is one of the oldest grocery
stores in Denmark that began grocery delivery to Copenhagen’s metropolitan area. The deal with Post Denmark will allow it to
expand its service after seeing an 80 percent increase in sales and also create an “ideal partnership” for the Post, which can
offer reliable distribution through its letter carriers.39 In Poland, InPost has seen a need in delivering for small e-stores that do not
compete in the same market as big retailers but need a delivery solution. InPost has chosen to enter grocery delivery with this
segment instead of large chains.40

Observations

Subscription food services. Home-delivered food subscription services offer another opportunity for new partnerships. Similar
to online grocery shopping, these services are appealing to consumers who are increasingly shopping online and desire
convenience. Besides avoiding frequent trips to the grocery store, customers also get back the time that planning and preparing
take. Because of demand, the number of providers in this space is growing. These services are gaining the attention of venture
capital funds, new companies are entering the market, and more software developers are creating subscription commerce
platforms to run at low cost.41 Blue Apron, a growing startup in this market that received an additional $50 million in funding from
GrubHub in 2014, went from delivering 100,000 meal kits in 2013 to 600,000 earlier in 2014.42 Another food subscription service
— Nature Box — shipped 50,000 boxes in 2011 and increased that number to 1 million by 2014.43 New entrants are also trying to
carve out their own piece of the diet food market — a market valued at over $800 million in 2012. 44 Traditional diet food delivery
services such as NutriSystem and Jenny Craig will be competing with meal delivery startups such as Hello Fresh, Freshology, and
Z.E.N. Foods as this space continues to attract investments.
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Expanding Along the E-Grocery Shopping Value Chain

An online shop offered by the
Postal Service would allow it
to leverage its local reach by
connecting farmers and small
producers with communities.

Observations
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For companies providing food and delivery services, subscription-based models offer recurring revenue and predictability in
volume.45 Recurring food deliveries offer a wide range of possibilities in partnerships — pet food subscriptions, diet food delivery
services, ready-to-cook meals, restaurant-inspired meals already prepared, and meal planning services that provide all the
ingredients. Right now, almost all of these food subscription companies use UPS or FedEx, with Blue Apron using several couriers
including the Postal Service.46 But, these types of businesses are not new to the Postal Service, which maintains partnerships in
other types of subscription deliveries.

In some cases, grocery delivery companies and foreign posts have developed their own online shopping malls, onestop shops
for consumers to order from large or small grocery retailers nationwide as well as local farmers and producers who want a way
to process payments and shipping at affordable costs. Beyond managing the order, payment, and delivery process, some offer
additional services such as picking up, packaging, and warehousing. The Postal Service already operates a highly visible and
well-known website — one with 3.4 million visits per day — and offers an app that has been downloaded 1.7 million times.47
An online shop offered by the Postal Service may be a way for it to leverage its local reach by connecting farmers and small
producers with the community and by providing a delivery platform for farm cooperatives. Alternative ways of shopping for food,
such as through farmers’ markets and Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) programs, have increased 60 percent since
2002, and the organic food market has seen a 10 percent increase year over year since 2012.48 Consumers rank locally grown
food as their second priority after price, and the number of farmers markets have almost doubled from 2006 to 2013.49 A virtual
farmers market would give consumers one platform to find and purchase local products. For example, Good Eggs is appealing
to today’s increasingly health-conscious shoppers who value fresh and locally produced options. The startup provides an
online platform for local farms to sell their products directly to shoppers in Brooklyn, San Francisco, and New Orleans. They
facilitate payment and delivery.50 Farmers benefit from the time and money saved from bringing their items to the markets and
from outsourcing delivery and ordering. Most struggle with distribution and a lack of marketing infrastructure needed to reach
customers. A virtual market allows farmers to access a wider audience and boosts sales and would benefit the local economy.51
Both Foreign Posts and U.S. Companies Can Provide Examples of Successful Platforms
Bpost. The Belgian post offers an online shopping mall, accepts payments, and delivers items within a window selected by customers
at the same time they receive their mail.52 It has a dynamic digital platform that makes the online shopping experience engaging.
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Table 1: A Comparison of Grocery Delivery Providers’ Offerings along the Value Chain
Connects
Directly to
Producers

Ordering &
Payment

Fulfillment &
Packing

Warehousing &
Distribution

Last Mile
Delivery

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Instacart

✓

✓

✓

Bpost

✓

✓

Amazon
Peapod
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Fresh
Direct
Good
Eggs

Swiss
Post
Deutsche
Post DHL
Post
Danmark
InPost

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

Deutsche Post DHL. It
now owns 90% of online
superstore Allyouneed and
took over the ordering,
shipping, and packaging of
items. It is working on building
a logistics network for grocery
delivery for roll out across
Germany in 2016.53
Peapod. U.S.-based Peapod,
the first successful grocery
deliverer, makes up the
largest share of the U.S.
grocery delivery market at
8.7 percent. 54 Through its
own platform, Peapod
manages the warehousing,
packing, ordering, payment,
and shipping for a few big
retailers such as Giant.55

✓

Observations

Instacart. Instacart is a
grocery delivery startup out
PostNL
✓
of San Francisco that allows
customers to order from
USPS
✓
various stores through its
Source: OIG Analysis.
website or app. Orders are
fulfilled with an Uber-like
model via Instacart shoppers who hand-pick and then deliver the orders in their own vehicles. It charges low delivery fees because
the only infrastructure or costs incurred is from software. It takes the picking and delivery work away from its partnering stores, but
without capital expenses on vehicles or warehouses. Instacart’s revenue grew tenfold in 2014 and plans to continue to collaborate
with as many retailers as possible. It recently raised over $220 million in a new tranche of capital funding at a valuation of $2 billion.56
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Good Eggs. Good Eggs also provides a platform for producers to sell directly to the consumer; however, they exclusively offer
groceries from local producers. The company describes itself as “farmers market meets online grocery.”58 They, too, are leveraging
software that makes it easier for local farmers to reach their communities. Farmigo, Relay Foods, and Greenling are among others
in this space.

Conclusion
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The recent market test with Amazon indicates that the Postal Service recognizes the potential for the grocery delivery market
to increase its package volume and revenue. If the market test continues to be successful, the Postal Service could examine
additional partnerships and other potential ways to capitalize on the evolving trend towards grocery delivery. Whether it becomes a
partner with more retailers or develops its own shopping platform, establishing itself in the market before more competitors crowd
this space and make entry difficult will be essential. Finally, critical to the Postal Service’s success in this market will be its ability to
provide a level of service in line with customer expectations, industry standards, and technological advances.
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